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Assessments 

Students with the Most Significant Cognitive 
Disabilities:  

FAQ for Parents 
 

1. What is the purpose of state assessments? 
The purpose of state assessments is to provide chances for students to show 
what they know and can do regarding grade-level academic standards. State 
assessments are part of an accountability system that aims to improve outcomes 
for students. State assessments also meet federal assessment requirements. 
 

2. What is the purpose of the MSAA? 
The Multi-State Alternate Assessment (MSAA) is part of a system created to help 
students with significant cognitive disabilities (mild, moderate, or severe 
intellectual disabilities) prepare for opportunities after high school. Research 
shows that students who learn academic skills are better prepared for 
postsecondary options. Results of the MSAA can help teachers and parents to 
identify how students are doing academically. It is an opportunity for students 
with the most significant cognitive disabilities to show what they know and can do 
in math, English Language Arts (reading and writing), and science. The MSAA 
does not provide information on life skills or detailed information on academic 
skills. 
 

3. How is the MSAA different from other state assessments? 
The MSAA was created with items at three levels of difficulty (low, medium, and 
high). Items may start with “reminder statements” to focus the student on the 
topic (“We are going to read about ratios. Remember, ratios are part of a whole.”) 
The test uses simplified language. Alternate Assessments are given to individual 
students by a teacher familiar to them. The test also includes built-in supports 
such as a read-aloud option, visual supports, and two or three answer options.  
 

4. How is the MSAA related to what my child does during lessons with the teacher? 
Before the MSAA was created, academic standards were broken down to be 
appropriate and accessible for students with significant cognitive disabilities. 
These standards are known as Core Content Connectors, entry points, or focus 
skills. The connectors help teachers to focus on smaller parts of the standards for 
instruction. Many other resources were created to support teachers with lesson 
planning. Some districts also use specific lessons from a purchased curriculum. 
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Please talk with your child’s teacher about how your child is learning English 
language arts, math, and science. 
 

5. What does the test look like? 
The test is given online, using a tablet or computer. Parents may not observe test 
administration. The test administrator, who is usually the child’s teacher, works 
individually with the child to provide directions, encouragement, and 
reinforcement. However, parents can see what a typical administration looks like 
by viewing the “Best Practice Videos.” Remember that additional supports and 
accommodations may be provided for your child depending on their needs. The 
IEP documents any features and accommodations that your child will use on the 
test. Please talk with your child’s teacher about how additional supports and 
accommodations will be used for test administration. 

6. Where can I see test questions? 
Parents can see MSAA Sample Items. These sample items are available in the 
MSAA system.. These items are similar to items students see in their tests.. 

 

 

7. What help is available for my child to participate in alternate assessments? 
The MSAA is created for students with the most significant cognitive disabilities 
(mild, moderate, or severe intellectual disabilities). Students can usually use the 
type or types of communication that they use in the classroom during instruction 
on this test. Students can take breaks at any time and as often as needed. The 
test uses simplified language, “remember statements” to direct the student to the 
topic, and either two or three answer choices are given to the student to choose 

https://www.msaaassessment.org/sample-items
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from. Students have access to many built in supports, such as using 
manipulatives, objects, answer masking (covers up other answer choices so only 
one choice is seen at a time), read aloud (for all parts of the test), and increasing 
the size of the text, in addition to many others. When identified by the IEP team, 
students can use assistive technology, sign language, paper test, and a scribe 
(someone who can select the answer choices the student chooses).  
 
Assistive Technology can include any low- or high-tech devices that a child 
needs to support their learning. Some examples include augmentative 
communication devices, pencil grips, CCTVs, FM audio devices, and 
headphones. Note: some assistive technology used during instruction is not 
allowable on statewide assessments. Allowable accommodations for MSAA are 
listed in the Statewide Accessibility Manuals.  
 
For students with no meaningful and observable communication, the Early 
Stopping Rule may be used. Please talk with your child’s teacher about the 
supports or the Early Stopping Rule your child will use for the assessment. 
 

8. What are the impacts of my child participating in alternate assessments? 
Parents and schools should be working together to have discussions about this 
topic. Taking an alternate assessment does not prevent a student from receiving 
the state diploma. However, courses developed at the district or charter may 
have an impact for a student receiving the state diploma. This should be 
addressed in the student's IEP meeting. Please talk with your child’s teacher 
about the impact of participating in alternate assessments in your child’s district 
or charter.  
Here is a link to the Parent’s Guide for Graduation.  
 

9. What is my responsibility as a parent? 
Parents must participate in IEP meetings to make assessment participation and 
accommodation decisions for your child each year. You can ask your child’s 
teacher for more specific ways you can support learning at home by providing 
opportunities to practice what your child is learning at school. Parents must also 
make sure that their child is brought to school for testing. In the case of 
homebound students, parents and teachers work together to arrange a time and 
place for the child to take the test. Arizona state law does not allow parents to opt 
out of state testing. 

10. What reports are available to me? What can I do with those reports? 
Parents will receive an “Individual Student Report” in the late summer or early 
fall. Parents can review the reports by looking at the scores and level for their 
child and should talk with their child’s teacher or school. Remember that this test 

https://www.azed.gov/sites/default/files/2022/10/2022%20Alternate%20Assessments%20Accommodations%20Manual.pdf
https://www.azed.gov/sites/default/files/2022/10/2022%20Alternate%20Assessments%20Accommodations%20Manual.pdf
https://b5wab7.p3cdn1.secureserver.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/A-Parents-Guide-for-Graduation-1.pdf
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is one piece of data about how the child performed on one test. How the student 
did on this assessment should be considered with other information about the 
student’s skills. The student report lists academic skills that a student at this 
grade would likely be able to do. The report also lists skills likely to be taught next 
and that are expected at the next grade level. The bottom of the report lists 
guiding questions that you can ask your child’s teacher about what instruction 
looks like for your child to continue to learn math and English skills. The teacher 
may also have information about your child’s testing experience. 
 
MSAA Parent Resources can be found on the Assessment Parent Resource web 
page under the MSAA Parent Resource Tab. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.azed.gov/assessment/parents
https://www.azed.gov/assessment/parents
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Samples of the MSAA Individual Student Report 
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